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Abstract.   We propose an electrically self-reliant structural health monitoring (SHM) system that is able to 
wirelessly transmit sensing data using electrical power generated by vibration without the need for additional 
external power sources. The provision of reliable electricity to wireless SHM systems is a highly important 
issue that has often been ignored, and to expand the applicability of various wireless SHM innovations, it 
will be necessary to develop comprehensive wireless SHM devices including stable electricity sources. In 
light of this need, we propose a new, highly efficient vibration-powered generator based on a 
tuned-mass-damper (TMD) mechanism that is quite suitable for vibration-based SHM. The charging time of 
the TMD generator is shorter than that of conventional generators based on the impedance matching method, 
and the proposed TMD generator can harvest 16 times the amount of energy that a conventional generator 
can. The charging time of an SHM wireless transmitter is quantitatively formulated. We conduct wireless 
monitoring experiments to validate a wireless SHM system composed of a self-reliant SHM and a 
vibration-powered TMD generator. 
 

Keywords:  wireless health monitoring; self-reliant energy harvester; vibration-powered generator; 
tuned-mass-damper mechanism 

 
 
1. Introduction 
 

1.1 Research background 
 
As vibration is a major source of building degradation and structural soundness loss, structural 

health monitoring (SHM) is an important practice in keeping vibrating structures healthy (Carden 
and Fanning 2004, Hu et al. 2012, Chong et al. 2010, Fan and Qiao 2011). Wireless health 
monitoring is a very promising form of SHM system that can reduce the complexity of wire 
networks (Li et al. 2010, Cho et al. 2010, Lynch 2005). However, providing reliable electricity to 
the monitoring systems is a practical, vitally significant problem that has often not been carefully 
considered in the actual application of wireless SHM to real structures. Because it is difficult to 
attach long wires to isolated structures, moving vehicles, long bridges, elevated expressways, or 
rotating devices such as turbine blades or automobile tires, the use of vibration-powered 
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generation (energy harvesting on the basis of vibration)is a reasonable means of powering 

monitoring devices. Vibration-powered generators can also be used structurally as electrically 

self-reliant energy harvesters to power wireless monitoring and, as such, independent energy 

harvesters are particularly suitable for use in structural health monitoring applications for which 

wireless monitoring is desirable. 

To date, vibration-powered generation research has focused mainly on increasing the efficiency 

of vibration-powered generators that use piezoelectric transducers. As a departure from the 

simplest harvester design, a conventional DC power generator uses only a diode bridge, often 

called a standard rectifier (Beeby and White 2010, Kazmierski and Beeby 2010), to effect simple 

AC-to-DC power conversion. Kong et al. (2010) presented a resistive impedance matching circuit 

for piezoelectric energy harvesting. Ottman et al. (2003) added an adaptive circuit and a switching 

DC/DC step-down converter preceded by a capacitive filter to this conventional energy harvester, 

while Lesieutre et al. (2003) described in detail the effects of damping in harvesting electrical 

power from a mechanically excited piezoelectric structure. Kim et al. (2005) outlined the structural 

factors that maximize electrical power output under a given set of constraints. An approach using a 

tuned auxiliary structure presented by Cornwell et al. (2005) and Lefeuvre et al. (2007) improved 

output power by changing the load resistance, which depends on the base acceleration amplitude 

and frequency. Wu et al. (2009) studied the transient behavior of several energy-harvesting circuits 

using lead zirconate titanate (PZT) transducers and a storage capacitor. In order to surpass the 

power output of standard energy harvesting circuits, Guyomar et al. (2005) proposed synchronized 

switch harvesting on an inductor (SSHI), which adds a nonlinear circuit element to the 

conventional harvesting circuit. Badel et al. (2006) achieved a four-fold increase in generated 

power by replacing the standard circuit with an SSHI circuit. The output power of four different 

conditioning SSHI circuits was compared by Qiu et al. (2009). Finally, Shen et al. (2010) 

presented a technique for optimized energy harvesting called enhanced synchronized switch 

harvesting (ESSH), a process that involves nonlinear harvesting from structural vibration. 

Past research on increasing the power generation efficiency of vibration-powered generation 

has centered upon two types of methods: impedance matching methods using optimized resistors 

(Kong et al. 2010, Ottman et al. 2003, Lesieutre et al. 2003, Kim et al. 2005, Cornwell et al. 2005, 

Lefeuvreet al. 2007, Wu et al. 2009) and switching circuit methods utilizing electric switches 

(Guyomar et al. 2005, Badel et al. 2006, Makihara et al. 2006, Qiu et al. 2009, Shen et al. 2010). 

While impedance matching has the critical disadvantage of working well only at an optimal value 

of resistance, switching circuit methods also face disadvantages in that they require external power 

sources to both perform the switching action and activate the PCs, filters, and sensors used for 

switch control. Although the large amount of power needed to activate arrays of peripheral electric 

devices is often not accounted for, it should not be ignored in real applications. 

 

1.2 Research objectives 
 

In performing wireless SHM, the provision of reliable electricity to the wireless SHM system is 

a highly important requirement that is often ignored in practice. In order to expand the application 

range of various wireless SHM innovations, it will be necessary to develop and discuss 

comprehensive wireless SHM devices including stable electricity sources. 

To solve such problems, we propose an electrically self-reliant harvester that is suitable for 

vibration-based SHM systems. The main objective of this paper is to describe an electrically 

self-reliant SHM system that can power the wireless transmission of sensing data using only the 
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electrical energy produced by a vibration-powered generator. Fig. 1 shows the concept underlying 

the proposed scheme. The system is composed of a vibrating structure consisting of a PZT and a 

sensor, a vibration-powered generator, and a radio transmitter. In order to successfully develop this 

self-reliant system, however, the power generation performance of the vibration-powered 

generator must be improved. 

To achieve this, three research objectives have been set. First, a new, highly efficient 

vibration-powered generator must be developed. This effort will include conducting a detailed 

comparison of the differences between serial and parallel connections in formulating the electrical 

circuit. Next, a wireless monitoring system consisting of a sensor, a peripheral interface controller 

(PIC), and a wireless transmitter will be fabricated. Finally, the feasibility of using the electrically 

self-reliant SHM systems to perform wireless monitoring must be assessed. 

 

 

2. Development of vibration-powered generation 
 
2.1 Piezoelectric transducer for vibration-powered generator 
 

To achieve the goals of this study, it is of interest to develop a power generator that can utilize a 

piezoelectric transducer to convert vibrational energy into electrical energy. Such a transducer 

would be attached to the host structure and deform in accordance with structural vibration. Fig. 2 

shows a simple vibration-powered generator with a piezoelectric transducer and a diode bridge. 

The piezoelectric transducer is modeled as a series-connected voltage source and a capacitor with 

a piezoelectric coefficient of bt and a piezoelectric capacitance at a constant charge of Ct. Other 

parameters are the elongation of the piezoelectric transducer, x; the voltage generated by the 

piezoelectric transducer, Vt; the electric load, R; and the voltage at electric load, VR. The 

piezoelectric transducer converts vibrations into an alternating current that is rectified to a direct 

current by the diode bridge, with the resulting electrical power consumed by the electric load. The 

basic equations of a piezoelectric transducer (Makihara et al. 2012) are 

t t t ,f K x b Q                                  (1) 

 t t

t

,
Q

V b x
C

                                  (2) 

 

 

Fig. 1 Self-reliant monitoring system for wireless SHM with vibration-powered generator 
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Fig. 2 Model of vibration-powered generator using piezoelectric transducer 
 

 

where ft is the force generated in the piezoelectric transducer, Q is the electric charge, and Kt is the 

stiffness at constant charge. 

 
2.2 Vibration-powered generator based on impedance matching method 
 

To maximize the power harvested at load resistor R in the circuit shown in Fig. 2, the load 

resistance value must match the impedance in the piezoelectric transducer. This is called 

impedance matching (IM) (Kong et al. 2010) and is optimized at a resistance given by 

 
t t

1
,R

C
                                   (3) 

where
t  is the angular frequency of the vibration applied to the piezoelectric transducer. At 

impedance matching, a maximum power level of 

 
2
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                                 (4) 

can be harvested. The harvested power of the IM generator can be increased by increasing the 

voltage VR at the resistor. 

 

2.3 Vibration-powered generator used in TMD mechanism 
 

Several studies have proposed an electrical tuned mass damper (TMD) with a piezoelectric 

transducer (Hagood and Flotow 1991, Wu 1996) inspired by the mechanical TMD mechanism. 

Both the electrical and the mechanical variants of the TMD mechanism can skillfully use the 

resonance of two vibrating systems, and a number of successive studies have proposed systems in 

which active elements based on the TMD mechanism, e.g., active-passive hybrid piezoelectric 

networks (Morgan and Wang 2002, Makihara et al. 2007, Wang and Inman 2011), are combined. 

Hybrid networks can be implemented using continuously variable elements such as voltage 
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sources, charge sources, and variable resistors. They can provide satisfactory suppression 

performance, although they also require very expensive and complicated equipment. 

Quite recently, Kozlowski et al. (2011) used sophisticated control theory to derive the stability 

requirements for a vibration control system based on a TMD circuit. The TMD mechanism is 

indeed more complex than it might appear, and much study remains in order to better understand it. 

Fig. 3 shows an electrical TMD model with a host structure; here, Ms, Ks, Ds, and xs represent the 

mass, spring constant, damping coefficient, and elongation of the structure, respectively. The 

induced voltage Vx ( t sb x  ) is proportional to the piezoelectric elongation, while fs is the force 

applied to the host structure. Based on Eqs. (1) and (2), the equations of motion for an electrical 

TMD with a resistor and an inductor connected in series are given by 

  s s s s s t s t s ,M x D x K K x b Q f                           (5) 

 t s
t

.
Q

LQ RQ b x
C

                               (6) 

An inductance-capacitance resistance (LCR) circuit has resonance properties similar to those of 

a mechanical TMD. For the purpose of TMD tuning, the fixed point theory (Hartog 1984) is often 

used to produce a resonance effect over a range of frequencies. This study focuses only on the first 

vibrational mode of the host structure, and therefore, for the purposes of power generation, the 

vibrational frequency of the TMD is set at the first mode. The single-inductor circuits in Figs. 5 

and 6, which are based on the methodology proposed by Hagood and von Flotow (1991), cannot 

handle multiple-mode vibrations. As, according to Hollkamp (1994), a more complex electric 

circuit would be needed to generate power from multiple-mode vibrations, this is outside the scope 

of this study. 

There are two approaches in considering which type of vibration-powered generator to use for 

an electrical TMD. The first involves using a serial connection between the inductor L and an 

electrical load R (Fig. 3), while the second involves connecting L and R in parallel. Three types of 

power-generation circuits (stand-alone piezoelectric transducer, serial TMD connection, and 

parallel TMD connection) are shown in Figs. 4-6, respectively. When the host structure vibrates at 

a frequency of x , an induced voltage of 

 

 
Fig. 3 Model of TDM using piezoelectric transducer 
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m sinx x xV V t                               (7) 

is generated, where Vxm is the maximum voltage value. By applying Thevenin’s theorem to the 

circuits on the left-hand sides of Figs. 4-6, each can be simplified into the equivalent circuits on 

the right-hand sides consisting of power supplies with alternating current sources and internal 

impedance elements. The voltage source Vp, impedance Zp, and current Ip of an equivalent power 

supply are shown in Fig. 4 and are described using 

 

 

 
Fig. 4 Equivalent circuit of standalone piezoelectric generator 

 

 

 
Fig. 5 Equivalent circuit of serial TMD generator 

 

 

 
Fig. 6 Equivalent circuit of parallel TMD generator 
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p ,xV V                                  (8) 
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1
,
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C

                                 (9) 
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I V C

Z
                             (10) 

where Ip is the current flow when terminals a and b are connected. 

 

2.4 Serial TMD generator 
 

For the serial TMD connection shown in Fig. 5, the electrical damping ratio of the LCR serial 

circuit, Ts , can be derived from the homogenous part of Eq. (6) as 

 t ,Ts 2

CR

L
                                 (11) 

where index Ts denotes a serially connected TMD. We can then determine the requirements 

needed to create a resonance phenomenon in the serial circuit, i.e., the condition  

 Ts0 1.                                  (12) 

First, we consider resistance R. Note that the resistor shown in Fig. 5 is not an electric load and 

that the actual electric load is between terminals a and b; instead, the inductor and the resistor in 

the figure are elements of a power supply. A larger electrical resistance load will result in increased 

damping and power consumption, and in a power supply, it is not desirable for energy to be 

consumed internally. Therefore, null resistance, i.e., 0R  , corresponds to the optimal situation, 

and no resistor should be connected within the serial power supply. In this case, the damping value 

in Eq. (11) becomes 0. Because this condition is satisfied in Eq. (12), a circuit with 0R   can be 

used as a TMD vibration-powered generator. 

Next, we consider the inductance value L. When 0R  , as determined above, the electrical 

angular frequency e  is given by 

 e
1

.
tLC

                                (13) 

As the piezoelectric transducer attached to the host structure is used as a vibration-powered 

generator, the electrical frequency will match the structural vibration frequency s  (i.e., e s  ). 

Inductance L then can be set to 

 
2
s t

1
.L

C
                                (14) 

Finally, an equivalent circuit to the serial TMD connection shown in Fig. 5 is considered. Using 

Thevenin’s theorem, we obtain 
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 Ts ,xV V                                 (15) 

 Ts s
s t

1
,Z L

C




 
  

 
                              (16) 
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                           (17) 

Based on Eq. (14), Eqs. (15)-(17) can be transformed into 

 Ts ,xV V                                  (18) 

 Ts 0,Z                                    (19) 

 Ts ,I                                   (20) 

respectively. Noting the unchanged voltage, the decrease in internal impedance, and the increase in 

current, we see that the serial TMD generator possesses a current amplifying mechanism.  

 

2.5 Parallel TMD generator 
 

Fig. 6 shows an example of a parallel TMD connection in which the LCR damping ratio is given 

by 

 
Tp

t

1
.

2

L

R C
                               (21) 

Here, index Tp denotes a parallel-connected TMD. As in the serial case above, the resonance 

condition for this circuit is expressed as 

 Tp0 1.                                (22) 

To minimize power consumption within the supply, it is preferable to use an infinitely large 

resistance (i.e., R  ), and, as such, it is best not to connect a resistor in parallel. The conclusion 

that no resistor should be connected in the parallel TMD generator is the same as that for a serial 

connection. Additionally, the resonance vibration frequency and impedance L are also the same as 

in the serial TMD. Applying Thevenin’s theorem to the parallel TMD circuit produces 
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Tp

Tp s t m
Tp

.x

V
I C V

Z
                             (25) 

Substitution of Eq. (14) into Eqs. (23)-(25) results in the transformed equations 

 
Tp ,V                                  (26) 

 Tp ,Z                                   (27) 

 
Tp s t ,xI C V                                (28) 

respectively. From the increase in both voltage and internal impedance and the unchanged current, 

it is apparent that the parallel TMD generator has a voltage amplifying mechanism. 

 

 

3. TMD vibration-powered generation experiment 
 

3.1 Experimental equipment for vibrational power generation 
 

An overview of the experimental equipment used in the vibrational power case is shown in Fig. 

7. The vibrating structure consists of a 300 × 270 × 1.0 mm carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) 

plate (see Fig. 8) that is clamped on the bottom and has a layer configuration of [90/45/-45/0]2 (the 

material characteristics of the CFRP plate are detailed in Table 1). A 30×30×0.25 mm piezoelectric 

transducer (S-SY1C6H, Fuji Ceramic Corp.) is used for power generation (the white square in Fig. 

8) and is attached to the location shown in Fig. 7. A piece of piezoelectric material (S-SY1C6H, 

Fuji Ceramic Corp.) with the same dimensions is used to excite structural vibration and is attached 

on the other side of the plate. The piezoelectric patches, which are all composed of ceramic-type 

materials, are each covered by two thin metal electrodes on the top and bottom surfaces and have a 

polarization direction running from bottom to top. Their surface areas are quite large considering 

their thicknesses. 

The first vibrational mode of this system has a natural frequency of 14.0 Hz. Deformation at the 

corner of the CFRP plate (shown by the spot in Fig. 7) is measured using a laser displacement 

meter (LK-030/LK-2000, KEYENCE Corp.). In all of the following experiments, the CFRP plate 

was excited to vibrate in such a way that its amplitude of vibration at the corner was exactly 1 mm. 

As the laser displacement meter was used only to maintain vibration test conditions, the electrical 

power consumed by the displacement meter did not need to be taken into consideration. Serially 

and parallel-connected TMD generators were connected to a diode bridge in a similar manner as 

shown in the circuit in Fig. 2, and based on Eq. (14), the inductances were set to L = 1.16 kH. 

Owing to this large value of inductance, a simulated inductor was used in the experiments. We 

employed the voltage follower circuit (Cerni and Foster 1962) composed of an operational 

amplifier to avoid unnecessary consumption during the measurement of generated power. The 

voltage follower provided very high input impedance to the electric components while isolating 

them from the measurement circuits, allowing small amounts of power to be measured with great 

accuracy. 
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Fig. 7 Experimental equipment used in vibration-powered generation 

 

 
Fig. 8 Photograph of CFRP plate clamped on bottom and piezoelectric transducer (white square) 

 

 

3.2 Measurement of power generation with a resistive load 
 

We then measured the power generated by the TMD generator with a resistive load, i.e., using a 

resistor as an electric load. Fig. 9 shows the measurement results for power harvested at the load 

resistor in this case. The dots in the figure represent measurement points, and a fitting curve is 

drawn to make the trend easier to understand. Comparing the maximum levels of generated power, 

it can be seen that the IM generator produces 13 W at a load resistance of 200 k , the serial TMD 

generator produces 31 W at a load resistance of 100 k , and a parallel TMD generator produces 

28 W at a load resistance of 500 k . It is immediately apparent that both the serial and parallel 

TMD generators outperform the conventional IM generator over all ranges of resistance, with the 

serial and parallel generators producing 238 and 215% more power, respectively, than the 

conventional IM generator. Additionally, the optimal resistance of the serial generator is lower than 

the others; this confirms Eqs. (19) and (27), in which the internal impedance of a serial generator 

is lower than that of a parallel generator. 
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Table 1 Material properties of CFRP plat 

E11[GPa]   E22[GPa]  G12[GPa]  
12  [kg/m

3
] 

127.0     11.0     6.3      0.3    1540 

 

 

 
Fig. 9 Comparison of power output of three generators 

 

 

In practical terms, actual circuits will have resistance components and it is difficult to 

completely tune TMD resistance and frequency parameters; thus, the internal resistance is never 

likely to be 0   as indicated in Eq. (19), nor is it likely to be   as indicated in Eq. (27). 

Nevertheless, in view of the experimental results above, a theoretical development using the 

equations given here is useful in expressing qualitative trends in internal impedance for each type 

of TMD connectivity. 

 

3.3 Measurement of energy generation of a storage capacitor 
 

The stored energy in a storage capacitor can be experimentally measured by connecting the 

capacitor to the TMD generator. Figure 10 shows the stored voltage of a serial TMD generator at 

several storage capacitances. We can see that the charging time of the serial generator is short up to 

a voltage of 2.7 V, but from there to 3.6 V it increases; i.e., after 2.7 V the voltage stored in the 

serial TMD generator increases gradually until it becomes saturated at 3.6 V. 

Fig. 11 shows the stored voltage of a parallel TMD generator at several storage capacitances. In 

this case, the voltage increases as a linear function of capacitance, and the voltage stored in the 

parallel TMD generator is much higher than that stored in the serial generator, which is in 

agreement with our previous conclusion that the parallel TMD generator possesses a voltage 

amplifying mechanism (Section 2.5). 
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Fig. 10 Voltage stored in serial TMD generator 

 

 

 
Fig. 11 Voltage storedin parallel TMD generator 

 

 

Fig. 12 shows a comparison of stored energy among the three types of generator (IM, serial 

TMD, and parallel TMD) at storage capacitance sC = 47 F . At t = 60 s, the energies stored in the 

IM, serial, and parallel generators are 0.3, 0.26, and 5.0 mJ, respectively. Clearly, the amount of 

energy stored in the parallel TMD generator is by far the largest and represents a 16-fold increase 

over the conventional IM generator. 

Fig. 13 shows a comprehensive comparison of charging times for the three generator types. The 

serial TMD generator has the shortest charging time of the three, while the parallel generator has a 

shorter charging time than the conventional IM generator, which represents a preferable result for 

both types of proposed TMD generator. From this, it can be seen the optimal type of TMD 

generator depends on the application; the parallel generator should be used when stored energy is 

important (Fig. 12), while the serial generator should be used when the charging time is important 

(Fig. 13). We should select which of the serial or parallel TMD generator, depending on the 

application purpose of power generation. 
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Fig. 12 Stored energy comparison 

 

 

 
Fig. 13 Charging time for each vibration-powered generator type 

 

 

4. Wireless monitoring using vibration-powered TMD generator 
 

4.1 Overall wireless monitoring configuration 
 

The vibration-powered TMD generator described in the previous section can be used as the 

driving power supplier of a wireless monitoring system utilized for structural health monitoring. 

Figure14 shows a schematic of the wireless monitoring system fabricated for this study. The 

overall system can be divided into a power source and a wireless sensor system; the power source 

has the same configuration as the vibration-powered generator described previously. The wireless 

sensor system consists of a sensor, a wireless transmitter (TY24FM-e2024, NEC Corp.), and a PIC 

(PIC16F88, MICROCHIP Inc.) that processes sensor signals and controls the wireless transmitter. 

Because piezoelectric sensors do not require a power supply, a piezoelectric transducer 

(S-SY1C6H, Fuji Ceramic Corp.) was used as a vibration sensor for this study. All of the power 

needed to activate the PIC and the wireless transmitter was supplied by the generator. 
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4.2 Wireless monitoring unit 
 

Fig. 15 shows the configuration of the wireless transmitter. A storage capacitor is connected to 

the PIC and the wireless transmitter, and wireless transmission is controlled by the PIC. The 

processing order is as follows. First, voltage from the sensor is input to the analog input port 

(AN0-17). Second, the analog signal is converted into a one-byte digital signal by the 

analog-digital (AD) conversion module built into the PIC. Third, the converted 13-byte signal is 

sent to the wireless transmitter. A universal synchronous asynchronous receiver transmitter 

(USART) that sets the asynchronous serial transmission format is used for communication 

between the PIC and the wireless transmitter; finally, the wireless transmitter radiates the data. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 15 Wireless transmitter configuration for SHM 

 

 

 

Fig. 14 Comprehensive schematic view of wireless SHM system using TMD 
generator 
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Importantly, the wireless monitoring unit is designed to radiate sensor data in intervals rather 

than continuously; this is because structures usually deteriorate gradually, so intermittent 

communication is sufficient in order to grasp an accurate data of structural health. For this purpose, 

some energy is stored in the storage capacitor and then dissipated over short time intervals in 

radiating the data. 

 

4.3 Interpolation analysis of charging time 
 

The PIC and transmitter can be activated only when the stored voltage is within the operational 

voltage range of these components; thus, the stored voltage range must be from 2to 3V. The 

consumed energy in wireless transmission U is expressed as 

  2 2
s a b

1
, 

2
U C V V                              (29) 

where Vb is the voltage stored before the transmitter is driven and Va is the stored voltage 

remaining after driving. The energy consumed in activating the transmitter is 99 mW. Based on the 

value of storage capacitance determined in Eq. (29), a 39.6 mF capacitor is used. 

We can then compare the charging time to storage capacitance needed for the three types of 

vibration-powered generators (IM, serial TMD, and parallel TMD). To calculate the charging time 

for the IM generator, IM (stored voltage)T  can be expressed in units of seconds as a function of the 

storage capacitance sC , which is in units of microfarads. From Fig. 13, interpolating equations of 

the charging time can be linearized as 

 IM s(3V) 0.670 2.47,T C                         (30) 

 IM s(2V) 0.300 1.11.T C                          (31) 

The charging time needed for the stored voltage to rise from 2 to 3 V can then be calculated 

using IM IM(3V) (2V)T T . For a 39.6 mF storage capacitor, the charging time needed to attain 

wireless monitoring capacity is therefore 244 min. Similarly, Fig. 13 gives the charging time of the 

serial TMD generator as 

    T s s( 3 V ) 0 . 4 6 0 3 . 3 6 ,T C                          (32) 

 Ts s(2V) 0.0553 0.168.T C                         (33) 

Using a 39.6 mF storage capacitor again, the charging time needed for wireless monitoring is 

267 min for the serial generator. Again from Fig. 13, we find that the charging time of the parallel 

TMD generator is given by 

 Tp s(3V) 0.287 1.51,T C                          (34) 

 Tp s(2V) 0.185 0.964.T C                        (35) 

This results in a charging time to wireless monitoring of 67 min for a parallel generator with a 

storage capacitance of 39.6 mF. As these charging times are simply predictions from Eqs. (30)-(35) 
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using limited charging data, they are compared to the actual measurement results in the next 

section. 

 

4.4 Integration of TMD generator and wireless monitoring 
 

We then experimentally measured the actual charging times for each generator type with a 

storage capacitance of 39.6 mF, and the results of this are compared with the predictions from 

linear formulation in Section 4.3 in Table 2. From the table, it can be seen that the predictions are 

in close agreement with the experimental measurements, which indicates that the charging time is 

in fact proportional to capacitance over a wide range of conditions. 

Fig. 16 shows the results of wireless monitoring experiments using the proposed self-reliant 

system with a parallel TMD generator. This figure shows both the sensor and the received voltages, 

and each sensor signal was transmitted wirelessly in intervals (i.e., every 67 min). As the sensor 

and received voltage figures closely agree, it seems likely that such a self-reliant SHM system can 

be practically developed and used. As the system tested in the wireless monitoring experiment is 

intended for structural health monitoring, the power from the TMD generator was used to activate 

the wireless transmitter. These results confirmed that the TMD generator can be successfully used 

as a driving power supplier for a self-reliant SHM system usable. Our proposed self-reliant SHM 

system is promising for the usage of various applications and at a variety of sites, for instance, 

isolated structures, moving vehicles, long bridges, elevated expressways, or rotating devices such 

as turbine blades or automobile tires. 

In this paper, the experimental results were produced using a 300×270×1.0 mm CFRP plate and 

a single, very small piezoelectric transducer. Although this represents a laboratory scale (i.e., small) 

vibrational unit, both the charging time and the generated power can be dramatically improved in 

implementing large-scale host structures and multiple piezoelectric transducers. This paper 

focused on proving the concept of a vibration-powered generator for a self-reliant SHM; in the 

next report, more sophisticated SHM applications will be presented. 

 

 

 
Fig. 16 Wireless monitoring experiment with parallel TMD generator 
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Self-reliant wireless health monitoring based on tuned-mass-damper mechanism 

 
Table 2 Charging time for each type of vibration-powered generation 

   IM     TMD serial  TMD parallel 

Analysis prediction   244 min    267 min    67 min 

Actual measurement  249 min    273 min    67 min 

 

 

5. Conclusions 
 

In this study, an electrically self-reliant SHM system using a proposed vibration-powered 

generation system based on a TMD mechanism was proposed and experimentally verified. It was 

shown that the SHM wireless transmitter could be activated and communication could be 

conducted using only electrical power from a TMD vibration-powered generator. The charging 

time of the TMD generator is also shorter than that of a conventional IM generator based on the 

impedance matching method, and the amount of harvested electrical energy is increased 16-fold. 

We clarified that either a serial or parallel configuration for TMD generation can be selected for 

use depending on whether energy storage or charging time is more important. The TMD generator 

can be successfully used as an activating power supplier for electrically self-reliant SHM systems. 

A wide range of vibration-powered generation data was obtained and formulated as interpolation 

equations by varying the storage capacitance. Finally, we validated the applicability of self-reliant 

SHM systems in a wireless monitoring experiment. 
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